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REFER TO COMPLETE MEGA THREAD HERE:

/r/The_Donald/comments/5ecwad/the_complete_guide_to_monica_petersens_mysterious/

MONICA'S MEMORIAL SERVICE WAS STREAMED LIVE ON FRIDAY. HER RESEARCH BOSS CONFIRMED HER
2-YEAR INVESTIGATION INTO TRAFFICKING -- SEE UPDATE 6 BELOW

Monica Petersen was in Haiti working for the Human Trafficking Center and also previously worked for the Colorado
Human Trafficking Council’s Data & Research Task Force.

She died a few days ago under suspicious circumstances. Her friends on Facebook are looking for answers. Several
close friends have made mentions on various FB posts that friends and family have no clear understanding of what
happened to Monica except that she died on Sunday.

Earlier this year a FB friend of Monica re-shared a post by Monica where Monica linked to a blog post critical of Hillary
Clinton's dealings in Haiti!! Screenshot below. Monica said "This is the theory my masters thesis puts forth"! SHE
WAS ONTO SOMETHING, very likely between now and then she found out about #PIZZAGATE! The linked post was:
http://thehaitianblogger.blogspot.com/2015/03/hillary-clintons-scandalous-conduct-in.html

Search FB for Monica Petersen Haiti. This is a compilation of screenshots where I edited out other people's names but
they can still be found via FB search:

http://i.imgur.com/TmiB2gU.png

See the comments - family and friends are not getting the details!

On August 2015 Monica posted on Facebook a post asking for info on sex trafficking in Haiti because she was heading
there to help/investigate! Also shown in the screenshot.

Monica is also mentioned in this report:
http://www.leg.state.co.us/Clics/Clics2015A/commsumm.nsf/b4a3962433b52fa787256e5f00670a71/c7210a3a7ccb122
c87257ddb006f5a66/$FILE/15SenJud0128AttachE.pdf

A blog post written by Monica: http://humantraffickingcenter.org/guest-posts/root-causes-contradictions-displaced-
youth-along-u-s-mexico-border/

WHAT THE FUCK
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UPDATE Good friend of Monica picked up this thread and posted on her Facebook. Search Monica Petersen Haiti and
you'll see, name is Bella. LOOKS AT THE COMMENTS. Bella found out what happened and saw it fit to share this
Reddit thread. Says quite a lot. http://imgur.com/a/kNEuC

Bella is also linking to the blog post previously found: http://humantraffickingcenter.org/guest-posts/root-causes-
contradictions-displaced-youth-along-u-s-mexico-border/ - hint??

UPDATE 2 Close friends are in the dark and unsure what to make of it. One of them wants to go down to Haiti to
investigate: https://i.sli.mg/03JA2Y.png

UPDATE 3 Bella, a friend of Monica's, posted this as well: http://imgur.com/a/yZKqt - "It seems that Monica was in Haiti
investigating the Clintons possible ties to a pedophile ring. Monica family hasn't been able to get any straight answers
about her death"

UPDATE 4: MONICA FOUND CLINTON TRAFFICKING CONNECTION AS EARLY AS JANUARY 2016: Check out
what her friend Bella posted back in January to the Facebook group "Woman's Work Goes On". You can find it by
searching the group for "Monica Peterson" - with the quotes, and note the misspelling of Monica's last name. Scroll
down a bit to January 4. This is the screenshot: https://i.sli.mg/PsLtmj.png - Thanks /u/Jimr117 for the find!

UPDATE 5: Conversation with her friend, Bella: http://imgur.com/16Ghx3F

UPDATE 6: At her memorial service, her boss CONFIRMED MONICA'S 2-YEAR-LONG investigation and findings of
human trafficking in Haiti! /r/The_Donald/comments/5dowzr/new_info_monica_petersen_died_mysteriously_in/

UPDATE 7: A friend of hers claims Monica was murdered: http://imgur.com/a/GXWrN

UPDATE 8: Close friend of Monica, /u/DominaElle confirmed in this thread that the family has not seen Monica's body
yet (and of course meaning no proper funeral/burial for Monica). She died a week ago and a memorial was held on
Friday. This means no credible autopsy done yet in the US. Family is relying on information coming from Haiti. Why is
the State Department not stepping in?

620 Comments

 Jimr117 FL • 11d
Relevant and interesting comment from her friend this past winter on facebook https://i.sli.mg/PsLtmj.png

https://miningawareness.wordpress.com/2013/01/06/haiti-morne-bossa-gold-missing/

tl;dr

The real significance of this scandal ... is human trafficking happening through the Clinton's Caraol Complex.
****That's two huge human trafficking scandals, an environmental degradation scandal, a social displacement
scandal, a Presidential election scandal, a scandal with billions in unaccounted for earthquake aid.... all leading
directly back to the Clintons racist cronyism in Haiti.

  

 rutkdn • 11d
"...all leading directly back to the Clintons racist cronyism in Haiti"

WOW - She knew too much at that point! Suicided? Very possible she was showing signs of coming out with the
truth after the election result and had to be dealt with.

 tmntnut • 11d
Just curious, have you posted this over at /r/pizzagate? Might be helpful to get more people on the digging and
I'm sure someone will take it to /pol/ just to get even more digging, the more the better.

 rutkdn • 11d
Yes I just did.

 5436

edit: add tl;dr
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 tmntnut • 11d
Awesome, nice work btw, all this info is truly disturbing, I really hope something comes from all the work
people are putting in.

 aisle-is-closed NY • 11d
Yes, very nice work centipede. It is crazy that ordinary citizens are doing this tough work and there are
"journalists" complaining they didn't get to tag along for a steak dinner.

 Pitcherofnectar • 11d
send it to gowdy and chaffetz

 kittenstarr • 11d
Send it to someone at the Trump HQ

 Pitcherofnectar • 11d
Wait, is this not Trump HQ?

•  max_loveaux • 11d
Centipede Central

• •  qrayzhd AUS • 11d
NO BRAKES!

• • •  ViresHonosFides • 11d
SUMMONS THE AUTISTS!

• • •  TrumpTrain-bot USA • 11d

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN,
DONALD J. TRUMP IS YOUR
NEXT PRESIDENT OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA!
WE DID IT! THE TRUMP TRAIN
JUST GOT 1 BILLION MPH
FASTER!
CURRENT SPEED:

   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hgM2xN5TPgw#2410385117000
https://m.reddit.com/
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CURRENT SPEED:
2,410,385,117,000 MPH!
At that rate, it would take approximately 705.843 millenia to travel to the Andromeda Galaxy (2.5
million light-years)!

                

More Comments (2)

More Comments (1)

More Comments (2)

More Comments (5)

 Jimr117 FL • 11d
And article from 2nd link in post http://thehaitianblogger.blogspot.com/2015/03/hillary-clintons-scandalous-
conduct-in.html

edit: remove pic that was already in OP's note

 LesFuries CA • 11d
Just curious: is pizzagate a legit thing? Like it's not just a fringe conspiracy theory?

 tmntnut • 11d
At first I thought it was a bunch of bullshit, but the more they keep digging and finding more and more
strange connections the more it becomes painfully obvious that there's more here than meets the eye.
People like Rachel Chandler who flew with Bill Clinton and Epstein to his pedo island were already suspect,
and after people started digging, they keep finding more connections to all of the people and places with
strange lingo and pictures. This Monica Petersen thing however seems to me to be the strangest of it all,
someone who is investigating the Clinton Foundation for human trafficking just suicides herself randomly in
Haiti? I have a feeling that the more people dig the dirtier it's going to get.

edit: I said more a shitload of times, but yeah to emphasize it, things are extremely strange and it's
definitely moved from fringe conspiracy theory to likely possibility in my humble opinion.

 Philario • 11d
I'm at the post-bullshit-there might-be-something-to-this stage at this point.

I wish I had the time to help.

More Comments (1)

More Comments (1)

 jimmybda3 • 11d
Either the pedo ring is real, or there is an avalanche of unexplainable coincidences that I cannot find a
skeptically-satisfying, innocent answer for. The pedo ring is a skeleton key for an otherwise impossibly
confusing set of circumstances, events, logos, emails, etc.

 Khepri_Rising • 11d
yes it is a skeleton key isn't it? good analogy.

A bot by /u/BotsByLiam. Please use this form or visit /r/BotsByLiam to report errors or make suggestions!
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 jimmybda3 • 11d
Thanks. What kills me in trying to explain this is that it is not us seeing odd intentions in normal things
but odd things which we are begging to be given an innocent answer for. The important thing is that
(1) all of this is disturbing, and (2) none of it needed to exist, and (3) because it does exist, we must
ask why.

I cannot fathom anything other than a pedo ring which justifies why these things all exist. The mass of
photographs, coded speech, travel, cash flows. NONE OF IT NEEDED TO HAPPEN SO STOP
CALLING US MADMEN FOR QUESTIONING WHY IT IS THERE.

Anyway, glad the metaphor helps. It's an emotional time to be alive.

•  [deleted] • 11d
I don't know about anyone else, but I hoping to God it is not real. That won't stop me from digging to
the bottom of it though.

• •  jimmybda3 • 11d
You're not alone! Reality is bafflingly suspicious if it is somehow innocent. I'm not creative enough to
contrive an innocent explanation, however.

Riddle me this, for example: https://i.sli.mg/PZJEzM.jpg

• • •  YouFellAsleep-WakeUp USA • 11d
So disturbing... are these hanging on the wall at Podesta's place, comet ping pong, or were they
posts on the Alefantis instagram or something?

Continue this thread

• • •  Mythologick WV • 11d
That is extremely fucking disturbing. Where are these from exactly?

Continue this thread

More Comments (3)

• •  DinosBiggestFan • 11d
I'm not particularly intimidated by the Clinton foundation nor their elite connections or anyone else but
I simply don't have the time to do everything that's required to get to the bottom of this.

I'll only view the findings that people make, and I'm hoping that if this is real that people who are
willing to do this digging (and evidently risk their lives) are able to bring this to light and we can put an
end to something that, if any of this is true, has been going on for a very long time under our
collective noses.

Everyone who's digging: Remember to stay safe.

More Comments (4)

More Comments (4)

 Neature-Walker • 11d
Im usually pretty quick to point the "fuck off nutjob" finger, but they keep turning up questionable links. 1,2,
maybe 3 coincidences are enough to be just that, coincidences. But with what the autists have turned up,
theres like 40 or more coincidences. Leads one to believe there is more than what is meeting the eye.
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More Comments (7)

 Digitalalchemyst CA • 11d
When it first started gaining steam I thought it was a complete waste of time and I was worried that too
much attention was being paid to it. Connections being forced and people filling in holes with dubious
information. And what pedophile in their right mind would use a pedo logo as their pizza shop logo? That
wouldn't even make it through one draft of my Law and Order SVU fan fiction.

Then I realized these people aren't in their right minds. I'm still not completely convinced but I am definitely
not unsubscribed.

 MAGA_MANGGG • 11d
many people have suggested that part of the thrill is having it out in the open for the world to see without
them knowing at all

 

just like how thrilling it is to be talking about cheese pasta and walnut sauce in emails without other
people knowing the actual message

 

think about how smug some people are when talking shit about someone else in a language that they
don't understand

More Comments (1)

More Comments (1)

 owlcreekbridge USA • 11d
I just keep asking: "Why is a guy who just owns a small pizza joint "one of the Top 50 Most Powerful People
in Wash. D.C."?????

More Comments (3)

 wobiii • 11d
It seems too far fetched to believe but there may be something there. It went from 5% chance to 50/50 after
looking at the bizarre coincidences and people tied together. Think Soros gave the pizza shop $11,000 and
that's just weird.

More Comments (5)

 ras344 PA • 11d
Some of it does go a bit into conspiracy theory territory, but there's also a lot of very convincing evidence.

 Sanotsuto MA • 11d
I don't so readily discount things labeled conspiracy theories. We're all called "conspiracy theorists" for
believing that the polls were rigged against Donald and a shadow government run by George Soros is
funding globalists. Look at where we're at now.

 YouFellAsleep-WakeUp USA • 11d
Exactly.
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 DinosBiggestFan • 11d
Yeah..When someone calls us conspiracy theorists for anything, I just laugh at them and tell them to
fuck off.

Everything coming to light has validated a lot of people spanning multiple decades who were labeled
as "tinfoil hats" and mocked by society, and I have seen first hand now how it happens.

Did Hillary rig the election? Maybe, maybe not. Was the action potentially changed via bringing
attention to it? Maybe, maybe not. But there was evidence and there was proof that there was the
potential for it, and with all of the mainstream media stacked up against Trump, with an organization
created for the astroturfing of Hillary and funded by Hillary, with a massive budget, and the possibility
of it is enough for me to know I was right in supporting Trump.

Even if Trump is an absolutely shitty president, I will feel that my vote was a conscionable decision.

And if one, singular thing in recent history should've opened people's eyes, it was the many
people whom society mocked, the people who said that our government was spying on
everybody; Snowden proved that was indeed the case.

More Comments (1)

More Comments (7)

More Comments (4)

More Comments (4)

 Fudrucker • 11d
I dont recall any information about Trump trafficking scandals. Perhaps this woman needs to contemplate her
prejudices a little better.

 Jimr117 FL • 11d
I know right - still so cucked - hopefully she got rid-pilled in the last 6 months.

 SeorgeGoros MI • 11d
Are you talking about Mrs Bill Clinton?

 Jimr117 FL • 11d
rekt!

 exasperated_facepalm • 11d
I'm glad to see "cucked" catching on.

 d-4-dave • 11d
I've caught myself almost using it in real life.

 RICK_SLICK USA • 11d
lol i use it so much IRL that I overheard my mother describing it to her sister (my aunt) over the phone
last night. Two middle-aged women referring to facebook friends as "cucks" and "cucked." It was so
beautiful. Truly a magical moment.
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 prettylittledictator IL • 11d
Lmao, I got my husband to say cuck!

More Comments (2)

 chayesdigital • 11d
Seriously lol. I was trying to ignore that part but it made me cringe and facepalm so hard. What a dumb fuck.
Honestly.

More Comments (1)

 FastOnReels • 11d
Just as bad as Donald Trump? Wait. What has Donald done on the level of slavery and trafficking.

 bleep1991 • 11d
He said mean things to me in my safe space!

More Comments (2)

 alaskanorth • 11d
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2016/08/24/vt-exclusive-largest-pedophile-ring-in-history-70000-members-heads-of-
state-the-rats-scramble/ this scandal is REALl and it reaches across the isle to both parties and elites in government
world wide

 matt_eskes ARMY • 11d
Be careful with VT. They're a Hal Turner op, like SuperStation95. Now that I'm reading the article... holy shit,
they're on the money

 UrielBarachiel AR • 11d
The Belgian governent, if this is true, seems to be really tied up in all of this. It's also one of the only countries
where parents are allowed to euthanize their children. Could be that the government did that to dispose of their
victims legally.

 snowblind • 11d
The Dutroux case takes place in Belgium.

 perfect_pickles • 11d
Belgium, tis truly one strange country, from their very bad shite during the Congo independence days, and
more modern stuff.

More Comments (5)

 Bellababeala USA • 11d
Oh FFS.....just when you think it can't be any worse.....
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 Vi55 • 11d

It's also one of the only countries where parents are allowed to euthanize their children.

Wait what? So if Billy misbehaves, mommy can take him to the doctor and have him put down??

 UrielBarachiel AR • 11d
Clarification: the kid has to be over 12, but almost half of all euthanasias in Belgium are estimated to be
unreported. https://www.lifesitenews.com/blogs/belgium-euthanasia-study-finds-that-nearly-half-of-all-
euthanasia-deaths-un

In theory, the kid has to be depressed, have a chronic illness, or be disabled. But the euthanasia laws are
heavily abused, at least for adults. (Killing people who never actually asked for euthanasia, not reporting
euthanasia, etc.) There's nothing really to stop them also abusing the rules for children.

More Comments (1)

More Comments (1)

More Comments (9)

More Comments (1)

 HartianX FL • 11d
Hijacking top comment for a strong word of warning: Maybe this time, unlike pizzagate, we can try to keep this on
the down-low instead of making it's own subreddit?

More Comments (3)

 fat_osvaldo • 11d
WHOA get this shit to /r/conspiracy RN

 rutkdn • 11d
It was there but the mods deleted because I used caps.

More Comments (6)

More Comments (9)

 jakeschwiggins • 11d
Lesson learned, don't use Facebook for this type of stuff, sad though.

 grabembytheyounowut • 11d
She was young, idealistic, and didn't know the dangers of getting too close to the Clintons.

 jakeschwiggins • 11d
True true.
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 BennyHillhammer • 11d

She was young,

Yup..anyone who has been following the Clintons since late 80's early 90's knows..

 perfect_pickles • 11d
and no hired bodyguards/thugs to watch the back.

More Comments (2)

 HillarysPizzaParty • 11d
At a minimum, keep it on anonymous sites.

More Comments (1)

 WolfessStudios AZ • 11d
And follow by The Donald's example. Never let your enemy know what your plans are.

 Hiei1987 ROU • 11d
It's happening folks. The Clintons are in panic mode. They're tying up loose ends and preparing for an imminent
indictment after Trump's inauguration. They're using the anti-Trump protests to distract the public from these suspicious
deaths. I recommend avoiding the gym for a while.

 CommonSenseCitizen CA • 11d
And where the fuck is Eric Braverman?

 JudahZion • 11d
No. seriously. Where the fuck is Braverman?

 CommonSenseCitizen CA • 11d
All of this is right infront of us. It's moved well past the point of being a joke meme. The Clintons murder people
who try to take them down. And they do it pretty blatantly.

More Comments (2)

More Comments (1)

 DeplorableWe ARMY • 11d
And Marc turi?

 perfect_pickles • 11d
and Omar Turbi and Jake Sullivan both State dept, Benghazi and Libyan target lists connected, keep an eye
out for those names in the news.
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More Comments (1)

 TheLonesomeShepherd • 11d
Check it out,,, all info about him online seems to be vanishing,,,

 CommonSenseCitizen CA • 11d
wtf, did the globalists get him or is he safe under witness protection? Who has the power to censor the
internet?

 TheLonesomeShepherd • 11d
The money has the power. Yeah he's gotta be dead plus I don't think the Clinton foundation CEO would
walk free. They could cover him up the easiest too.

 TheShadowGovernment • 11d
FBI protective custody

More Comments (5)

 enfdude • 11d

It's happening folks

Maybe if she goes into prison for those things people will finally realize that she is evil and Trump was a good
choice. Maybe that will finally unite the usa again.

 flapsmcgee NJ • 11d
No, then it'll be: "Trump Jails Political Opponents like a 3rd World Dictator"

 bumblebritches57 MI • 11d
NGL It took me a few times of reading those comments to even udnerstand what the hell those idiots were
saying.

it just seemed so bizarre to say trump's evil for trying to lock up evil incarnate, then I understood that they were
saying it was because she was his oponent.

IDK why I'm posting this, it just felt so strange and came out of fucking nowhere, yet they were SO serious
about it.

What an echo chamber.

More Comments (1)

More Comments (3)

 MAGAMarsh WA • 11d
Haha I wish but let's be serious they will find some way to spin it.
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 Campellarino • 11d
thing is, we're all ignoring their shit and getting our heads down.
We member!

 DocMjolnir ARMY • 11d
Member when they tried to ban all the guns so they could rape children with impunity? I member.

 NoXIILarxene • 11d
I am an autist. I stay in my house all day. Ain't no way $hillary is killing me!

 GoodWilliam • 11d
My shield: so long as I remain an unpopular and ineffective person, no one will ever assassinate me because the
costs will always outweigh the return. It's like a free pass to be entitled to your own opinion without being
prosecuted for it! Just be poor and make sure never to gain enough momentum online to matter.

More Comments (3)

More Comments (1)

More Comments (1)

 qaaqa • 11d
Hillary is paying for the defense of a haitian child trafficker with a lawyer who is a convicted child trafficker.

Hillary and her campaign manager john podesta and top aide hums abedin is associated with marina abramovic who
conducts blood rituals . Podesta keeps in touch with convicted child molester former speaker of the House "Denny" (he
call him Denny because they are close) Hastert

Proof

Child trafficking

Hillary paid for the legal defense of a haitian woman caught illegally taking 33 children from haiti . The children were not
even orphans so no "better life" excuse. The lawyer they paid for WAS A CONVICTED CHILD TRAFFICKER. The
individual in question is one Laura Silsby, former director of The New Life Children's Refuge. She was caught trying to
steal 33 children from the country, most of whom were not even orphans and had families. Hillary has a LONG history
of interest in Ms. Silsby. Wikileak emails dating back till at least 2001 have been found in her archives discussing
Laura's NGO. Laura had claimed she planned to build an orphanage in the Dominican Republic, but authorities in the
country said she never submitted an application for this purpose. They instead located to Haiti. Sources:
https://wikileaks.org/plusd/cables/10BUENOSAIRES166_a.html https://wikileaks.org/clinton-emails/emailid/3465 Huma
Abedin was constantly forwarding Hillary articles on this woman's organization: https://wikileaks.org/clinton-
emails/emailid/2772 One of the first things Hillary did when she took over the scene in Haiti was to get Laura off the
hook: http://harvardhrj.com/wp-content/uploads/2009/09/King.pdf And the attorney who represented Laura Silsby? A
man who was himself convicted as a sex trafficker: https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/32/323249_-os-haiti-us-legal-
adviser-to-u-s-haiti-missionaries.html Even more disturbing, we uncovered an email in Wikileaks where they are literally
pricing how much it costs to transport children: https://wikileaks.org/clinton-emails/emailid/3741 Again, this was the
same group that got busted by Haitian Authorities trying to Traffic kids.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Life_Children%27s_Refuge_case They're in the Clinton Emails;
https://wikileaks.org/clinton-emails/emailid/3741

Marina Abramovic association with Hillary campaign manager family and hillary top aode Hima Abedin

The Clinton Foundation gave spiritcooker Preistess Marina Abramovic $10,000

MARINA ABRAMOVIC (WHITE COAT) IS A FRIEND AND ASSOCIATE OF HILLARY CLINTON, HER CAMPAIGN
MANAGER JOHN PODESTA, TOP AIDE HUMA ABEDIN AND HER PROMOTERS LADY GAGA, JAYZ AND EVEN
KATY PERRY AS REVEALED IN EMAILS, PHOTOS AND VIDEOS AND THEIR ATTENDANCE AT #SPIRITCOOKING
EVENTS LIKE THESE http://m.imgur.com/a/jg2Ii

Dont worry apparently John didnt drink the blood! He just participated! http://archive.is/YRjUT (maybe he wasn't thristy
that day)
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Bill clinton is on the plane logs (passenger lists required when a plane flies so if the plane crashes people know who
was on it) to got to child prostitute handler jeffrey epstein's island 20 times. Twenty. http://imgur.com/gVr2TzY The
island contains a strange temple that cannot easily be associated by appearance to any prominent religion but seems
to have pagan statues on its roof http://imgur.com/6hS2dTI John Podesta is Hillary campaign manager and has worked
with the Clintons since Bill was President. He communicates often with his brother Tony about Hillary related
things.Tony Podesta's wife bragged about Tony podesta having pictures of naked teenagers on his bedroom walls and
she grined when she said party guests were horrified. https://i.redd.it/i05mcsh5vpvx.png (That same child porn
photographer was invited to take portraits of President Barack Obama http://imgur.com/eVjOD44 . Literally some of her
photos of naked teenageers could get you arrested in some states. I wont link them. I suggest you not even search for
them as it might implicate you in child pornography) Tony is john podesta's brother and the person who sent John the
email about the spiritcooking dinner with marina abramovic .

http://archive.is/iFRof

http: //we are change org/spirit-cooking-disturbing-podesta-email-yet-warning-graphic-content/

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/15893 Tony says marina says hi to john as if they know each other. As
seen in the link 2 above https://i.redd.it/i05mcsh5vpvx.png Tony has a sculpture hanging from his roof that is a bent
man replica of how Serial sex killer jeffrey dalmer arranged the dead bodies of his victims. (Reminder Jeffrey Dalmer
drilled the brains of his kidnapped male victims in an attempt to keep them alive so he could continue to have sex with
them and they would be zombified). John Podesta had a painting of human dissection on his officewall in Hillary
Clinton's official campaign headquarters http://imgur.com/MoLejtM A huge number of hillary's most popular and visible
celebrity endorsers have gone to marina abramovic's spiritcooking dinners. Including lady gaga
http://imgur.com/jsGHhoX http://imgur.com/jBYvldW and Beyonce's husband and recent hillary concert host (last night)
Jayz who is sharing an intimate moment with her in a photo http://imgur.com/dVcfFAo . Beyonce has also been a very
visible supporter of Hillary Clinton and long suspected practicioner of the occult based on symbolism she chooses for
her videos.

 PresidenTrumpCamacho • 11d
I'm actually scared, WTF did we just walk into. No way they are going to let Trump live, they could all get life
sentences for the things they've done and they know it.

 wookin_pa_nub2 • 11d
He has the Secret Service AND his own security AND he knows just how evil these people really are. I think he'll
be fine.

More Comments (8)

 lighteningbug98 NY • 11d
This needs to be it's own thread

More Comments (1)

More Comments (6)

 COAT_REMOVAL_SERVICE NY • 11d
Google trends shows interest in Monica Petersen dropping very sharply this week, just when she died. Somebody
trying to (c)over their tracks?????

 rutkdn • 11d
HOLY ShIT

 j_fizzle • 11d
Maybe Google is hiding pages or trends... They are in bed with the establishment.
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I suggest using an uncucked search engine for better finds, perhaps?

More Comments (2)

 OperationDepuzzle • 11d
Google Trends has a bug - when a sudden recent spike in an otherwise relatively-unsearched term occurs, overflow
error shows it as a sharp drop in the long-term view. Change to a view of 7 days or less to get a true picture.

 COAT_REMOVAL_SERVICE NY • 11d
Ah, ok then.

More Comments (4)

 lylagarrity USA • 11d
Wait my brain just kinda shut off can you explain how someone could make the interest trend go down deliberately?

 Beesfield CA • 11d
"Larry told me to have the trending team squash the Monica Petersen thing."

"OK, will do."

More Comments (2)

 COAT_REMOVAL_SERVICE NY • 11d
Somebody could be deleting references to her, deleting the pages. Just a theory. Maybe you could even mess
with the algorithm to make pages difficult to find. If you had Google contributing to your campaign, for instance.

More Comments (1)

 FlareKR PD • 11d
This is dark stuff happening around here. It needs to get out in the open.

 bumblebritches57 MI • 11d
Not until we have a case tho.

I mean seriously they're never gonna find online people reading records. we'll be fine, especially when we're
~300,000 strong.

More Comments (1)

 Sed44 • 11d
Wait, she was trying to find pro sex trade organizations? O.o

 Haposhi • 11d
Well she found the Clinton Foundation!
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 5000fed NY • 11d

Too � for this fucking white male

More Comments (1)

More Comments (1)

 MAGABoomer • 11d
caution is needed...she could literally be well paid fox...or a true honest guard.

More Comments (2)

 RageAgainstThis TX • 11d
r/pizzagate

share there if you haven't already

 BanTheSunItKills • 11d

The Donald is the news
More Comments (4)

 rutkdn • 11d
UPDATE Good friend of Monica picked up this thread and posted on her Facebook. Search Monica Petersen Haiti and
you'll see, name is Bella. LOOKS AT THE COMMENTS. Bella found out what happened and saw it fit to share this
Reddit thread. Says quite a lot. http://imgur.com/a/kNEuC

 bumblebritches57 MI • 11d
you should message her about what she's trying to say in private.

She may just tell you, hopefully she'll give you pointers.

 rutkdn • 11d
Someone on another sub said he contacted one of Monica's friends on FB:
/r/pizzagate/comments/5dbifb/suspicious_reported_death_of_monica_peterson_in/da3ch2c/

I don't know if I fully trust this account of events or OP.

Also: /r/pizzagate/comments/5dc2tn/guys_i_messaged_monica_petersons_friend_on/

More Comments (6)

More Comments (7)

 grabembytheyounowut • 11d
I have a feeling Prof Claude d'Estree knows exactly what happened.

This guy probably needs to be researched to see what his connections are and who he does business with.
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More Comments (2)

 terrabasedcrash CA • 11d
archived articles: Haitian blogger http://archive.is/XdU0L FB posts: http://archive.is/2zHRR Testomony PDF:
http://archive.is/9zBSm

 electroze • 11d
MSM doesn't even cover all the previous smoking guns about Clinton Crimes. Reddit can practically solve a crime in its
entirety and MSM still pretends these inconvenient facts don't exist.

More Comments (4)

 aurbis RUS • 11d
Archive all links and docs

 ColombiasFinest • 11d
I'm actually more alarmed that according to her post, she did not want to save any abused children and that she viewed
saving abused children as a "stupid & imperialist concept". Gee, can't figure out how she happened to latch on with the
Clintons

 Skibiribiripoporopo • 11d
After reading everything, my interpretation of what she said is:

The game is a "stupid & imperialist concept". A party traffics a child/human and the other party tries to catch them. If
you think about it, it does not solve the problem completely. It will loop forever.

She was aiming to document everything. That was her task. The consequences of her work would (hopefully) be
that no children/humans would required being saved anymore because the scheme would be wide open and
inoperable.

Anyway, that's just my take on it

 JustDoinThings NY • 11d
Imperialist means she didn't want to interfere and enforce her culture on them.

 XDforlife TX • 11d
her facebook friend did call her a 'social justice champion'....

i guess a naive special snowflake that went too close to the kiddy rape/murder hive?

 BIT-NETRaptor • 11d
Don't get lost in SJW jargon and the general sentiments against what people associate with them. Social
justice can be a very positive thing. People who truly work for it and believe in it are wonderful people.

Eg - Martin Luther King, Gandhi. Maybe that had failings at points in their life, but they were champions of
social justice for very positive change.

A person fighting for social justice could even be conservative in their political views :P

More Comments (2)
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More Comments (1)

 HillarysPizzaParty • 11d
Ok, that is really, really odd.

 palmsiberia • 11d
She was a cultural anthropologist. Check the sentence just before that statement. They kinda just observe
cultural stuff and report it.

EDIT: Now that I re-read it, saying saving them is a "stupid & imperialist concept" is indeed weird...

 False_Song • 11d
I'm a social worker and it sounds like she very badly misconstrued a common line of thought in the field: you
can't be a savior or a guardian angel as a social worker or researcher. That attitude will break you up and
leave you disillusioned.

You're better off helping people by making them help themselves: informing, organizing and raising awareness
about solutions.

Edit, so I don't get misunderstood:

Any sane social worker will of course rescue the kids if they come across a pedo network.

But if you deal with (young) adults trapped in a prostitution ring, who go along with it because they see no way
out, you can't just go in and rescue them. You can't even expect any of them to break free. You have to talk,
inform, organize, raise awareness, pressure the authorities etc, to maybe get the smallest changes happening.

More Comments (1)

 libertyant • 11d
thats probably because "saving them" involves collecting a fuckload of money from stupid do-gooder donators
and then just money launder the fuck out of it whilst being absolutely condescending to Haiitians. Bet they tried
to teach them how to start a fire with some flint & knives

More Comments (1)

 goonsack MAGA • 11d
This is a good post that explains how Western notions of "correct childrearing" are at odds with the Haitian system of
communal child raising with child house servants (restaveks).

From my understanding, this sort of imposition of different values on Haiti, on a system that seems to mostly work
over there, is what motivates people like Silsby to try to abscond with Haitian children.

http://newsjunkiepost.com/2012/09/28/colonialism-of-the-mind-part-ii/

More Comments (4)

 SeorgeGoros MI • 11d
Dude, she's asking to be connected with pro sex worker orgs for her research. She cant be saying 'I'm totes gonna
come in and blow your shit up'. Thats like reporters looking to interview drug lords and being like 'imma take all ur
drugs and tell dea where u at'

More Comments (2)

 Thelonius_Trump USA • 11d
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She may have been saying..."Define abused for me?" Does that mean poor? Does that mean lack of education.
Some people live their lives differently. Who are we to know what's best for them.

Now if they were being abused in any sort of way...I'd lose all respect for her.

More Comments (1)

More Comments (6)

 petken72 • 11d
This pizzagate .. honestly scares the living hell out of me! Oh the river of denial had its upsides.

More Comments (2)

 pepinoVERDE • 11d
holy fucking shit butterballs. ADD ANOTHER ONE to the Clinton Arkancides.

GREAT WORK jholy shit

More Comments (2)

 Avvikke MA • 11d
Hillary Clinton needs to be taken out, immediately. This lady is fucking unfathomably evil.

 [deleted] • 11d
[deleted]

 AceVenturas MA • 11d
I feel so helpless. Like what can we do?

More Comments (1)

More Comments (1)

 GodSaveRCountry • 11d
Read about her brothers! Why doesn't MSM talk about those criminals!

 MAGABoomer • 11d
Holy fuckin shit. I been around a while and never even knew she had brothers...Jaysus their family is a crime
syndicate.

http://www.motherjones.com/politics/2015/04/hillary-clinton-hugh-tony-rodham

More Comments (1)

 dragnar1212 NLD • 11d
[deleted]

What is this?
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 Artck WA • 11d
Yeah, I was wondering what the Clinton suicided count was up to now.

More Comments (1)

 MAGA4allUSA • 11d
This post mentions the "Clinton Caroal Complex" which may be a typo... because Carocal is in Belize, and according to
an October 2011 study by UNICEF, "Belize is a source, destination, and transit country for children trafficked for the
purposes of commercial sexual exploitation. In particular, children are sexually exploited in what experts refer to as the
“sugar daddy” phenomenon, where families motivated by extreme poverty and other factors have been known to push
their school-aged daughters to provide sexual favors to wealthy older men in exchange for school fees, money, and
gifts." The report also states, "Countries in Central America serve as source countries, transit countries, and destination
countries for trafficking victims. According to UNICEF, an estimated two million children are subjected to commercial
sexual exploitation globally. While the numbers in Central America are hard to estimate, research studies highlight that
the trafficking of women and children is a recognized phenomenon in the region and children principally are trafficked
for sexual exploitation, particularly for sex tourism, child pornography, and commercial sexual exploitation, with
occurrences of trafficking of children for illegal adoptions and for use as domestic servants and agricultural and mining
laborers." Link DELETED.

More Comments (12)

 [deleted] • 11d
[deleted]

 justforthissubred • 11d
What woman? Who are the Clintons?

Did you see TRUMP GO TO DINNER WITHOUT TELLING US!?!?!?!

-CNN

 xwm • 11d
Someone forward it to the hannipede. He'll cover it

 rutkdn • 11d
I wonder if anyone has the balls to send this thread to her friends and family on Facebook... They deserve to learn
more. They will likely be given some dumb cause of death and have to live with it for the rest of their lives.

 CuriouslyDriven • 11d
Is there a link to her FB profile?

More Comments (1)

More Comments (1)

 purpulledpork • 11d
Publicly announcing your intent to investigate human trafficking is like asking to get killed. Its real. Its literally
everywhere. If your gonna survive you have to be smart. This poor girl announced her intent before traveling to a place
where she was cut off from friends and family. If any of you were to take this seriously you would get a go fund me and
travel together in a large group. Get serious people. They eat idealists alive.
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 fatchobanispliff • 11d
Why is raping a child that important to these people?

 nonpromqueen CAN • 11d
Big big BIG money in human trafficking.

 TrumpRules2016 MA • 11d
They can also use the crimes against children as blackmail, so that they fall in line and do what the masters
want.

More Comments (2)

More Comments (4)

More Comments (1)

 GoldMoose16 • 11d
You should send this to Alex Jones at Infowars. Seriously. He is friends with a producer who flies down there regularly
to deliver aid. The guy goes down their about every 2 weeks. Shortly after recent hurricane, he sent a reporter and film
crew too.

More Comments (1)

 pipeb0mb ARMY • 11d
wtf more details needed pedes!

More Comments (1)

 D33PLyManic CA • 11d
"It was the worst case of suicide I ever saw" - Hillary Clinton

 Z_Opinionator TX • 11d
Followers of Moloch strike again.

 alien_baboso • 11d
She painted herself a target by openly stating her intention to research into criminal activities before her travel, but Haiti
is such a shithole that she could have died by random violence as soon as she stepped outside of her plane.

 rutkdn • 11d
They must have kept track of her and at some point realized she either knows too much or is showing signs she is
about to go public.

And FYI there are already reports the cause of death was suicide(d).

More Comments (2)
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 pipeb0mb ARMY • 11d
https://i.sli.mg/PsLtmj.png more info remember to archive

 dfu3568ete6 • 11d
I'll add in...Where the fuck is Eric Braverman?

More Comments (2)

 TR130001 • 11d
Bella better get protection

 pzurella • 11d
Why is this not stickied, I feel like the mods have lost the way lately and the wrong stuff has been getting pushed to the
top

More Comments (1)

 Peteymeatz • 11d
Haven't seen a smoking gun status in 9 days. Having withdrawals

More Comments (1)

 4Gracchus • 11d
Get them onto pizzagate.

 calzonesays • 11d
I wish karma would catch up to the Clintons and they would mess with the wrong person.

 ProfWhite • 11d
Well... They messed with Trump. It cost them the election.

 lepornjames FL • 11d
Technically they also messed with a bunch of patriots with coats.

 practicalguy • 11d
These cunts need to be taken down. But this is also a lesson for all, be very careful, don't kick hornets nests without
plans. You are not dealing with low level criminals here, you are fucking with Satan's bidders. If you are investigating
take precautions e.g. do not post on facebook what you are doing, instead let friends and family know personally!

 getbangedchatshit IND • 11d
Do the people in the MSM have no conscience at all ? How do they pass on stories like this ? They are not
incompetent, they are fuckin evil. How do these 'journalists' live with themselves ?
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More Comments (3)

 PM_ME_YOUR_XMAS_CARD • 11d
Stop saying smoking gun! Jeezus I'm sick of smoking guns. It's like the wild fucking west out here.

 rutkdn • 11d
I got a feeling this is the big one. Someone needs to run with this. Attend her funeral on Friday or something. THIS
IS THE BIG ONE.

 HillarysPizzaParty • 11d
I agree, this looks really bad.

 grlldcheese87 • 11d
Been wondering why all the attention and derailing around here, lately. This could be it.

Still waiting for Wikileaks. Too much forced discussion about them for nothing to happen.

 obamasrapedungeon • 11d
the keys in their last one didn't match up

He may very well be dead

More Comments (1)

 rhinojazz IN • 11d
What? No. Are you seriously advocating for people to crash her funeral? I want to know what happened too, but
you're going too far.

 rutkdn • 11d
Ideally LE would pick this up and make inquiries while this lead is FRESH.

Her friend and colleague posted this Reddit thread on her Facebook: http://imgur.com/a/kNEuC and did not
immediately discredit what has been written here. In fact, I think the opposite!

More Comments (1)

More Comments (3)

More Comments (9)

 HillarysPizzaParty • 11d
This one is pretty bad.

 Snoozebum • 11d
I know, there's already about three hundred smoking guns, and they haven't been enough.

"Hah hah hah, another murderous cover up? Hah hah hah, that's so Hillary!"
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 Dogsnameischarlie GA • 11d
This one seems like an actual smoking gun.

I agree the "Chelsea used stapler paid for by Clinton Foundation for personal use!" posts were a little much.

 sun_wolf • 11d
Chelsea used a stapler? Never saw that one. I did however see that Chelsea took $3 million dollars donated to
the Clinton Foundation for disaster relief and instead spent it on her wedding ceremony. If any other charity did
this, it would have been an international scandal and they would have either been forced to shut down or fire
every single member of the board.

More Comments (2)

 PoopInMyBottom • 11d
She spent $3 million from the foundation on her wedding. What are you talking about? Staplers, seriously?

More Comments (6)

More Comments (2)

 DeplorableWe ARMY • 11d
RIP. We will continue your work in investigating and bringing to light these child traffickers.

Thank you for your work on the front lines.

Her name was Monica Peterson.

More Comments (1)

 bananapeel • 10d
Reposting...

** Anyone investigating the Clinton Foundation: **

Use a throwaway account.

Use a throwaway email.

Use a VPN.

Use TOR if possible.

Protect yourself at all costs. Your safety is paramount for two reasons: One, if you are killed, you are dead. Two, if you
are killed, your research dies with you.

Archive anything you can where it can easily be found online.

We now have empirical evidence that these fucks will kill investigators. Don't have a weightlifting accident.

 pipeb0mb ARMY • 11d
https://twitter.com/EngdahlFW?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw The guy who wrote the article in the Haitian blogger

 firestorm117 NC • 11d
Any signs of her name in any of the podesta emails?
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 rutkdn • 11d
I looked, none so far.

More Comments (1)

 Bill0405 USA • 11d
Bella better watch her back. Clinton suicide squad is in full swing!

More Comments (2)

 I_smell_like_bacon CAN • 11d
Women named Monica should probably avoid the Clintons.

 MSMomma71 MS • 11d
I'm passing along to large group of retired workers who despise CLinton, you guys have helped redpill large amounts of
them. These are corporate execs who know how to pass along info. Keep up the good work! Thanks!

 Lord_Holmes • 11d
Mega Bump. Scary stuff... DemonRats don't give up cleanly.

 tempname690 PD • 11d
How many must die before these sick people are locked away!

 GTX13 • 11d
When will something be done with all these deaths - How many more are on the list, and what has happened to Eric
Braverman? I am still searching for stuff on Madeline McCann, I can't sleep thinking about her. I just joined reddit, I
want to thank you all for bringing our attention to all this stuff. As we all know the media will not tell us anything.

More Comments (2)

 fatchobanispliff • 11d
Why are so many rich old libs pedos? Nothing makes me sicker than child abuse of any kind, people need to work hard
to get more info on pizzagate and expose these pieces of shit

 alien_baboso • 11d
They are not just pedos, they are depraved. They get off to the idea "this is wrong", and their addiction pushes them
towards more and more evil deeds. They rape, they kill and eat endangered species, they murder, they have satanic
rituals, etc.

More Comments (1)

More Comments (1)

 YoureDogshitInMyBook • 11d
Target... Those bastards.
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 unconstrained1 MAGA • 11d
Wtf

 FluffiPuff • 11d
Bump for Justice...

 HillarysPizzaParty • 11d
Stay safe, Centipedes!

 DocMjolnir ARMY • 11d
The noose tightens. These motherfuckers will all be hung before 2020.

 TR130001 • 11d
And people thought the Clintons were done...

 IoPA_inOR • 11d
Posted Monica's article to r/altnewz. Besides still being relevant, its a stealth approach to getting Monica's name into
the zeitgist.

 weeprab CAN • 11d
Haiti has been absolutely fucked by the clintons. I honestly feel really bad for the Haitian people. Keep looking into Haiti
and the clintons, more people need to know about how they took advantage of Haitian suffering for their own profit.

 pepinoVERDE • 11d
STICKY

 Blistor94 • 11d
Terrifying.

 Demican • 11d
Just found out DOMINOS refers to the "affluent teen"

More Comments (3)

 TR130001 • 11d
Regarding update 2: DO NOT GO TO HATI! STAY AWAY FROM THIS INVESTIGATION.

 Ntimidate • 11d
This shit has to stop.
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 UncleSamRI • 11d
Good luck. We all know the Clinton's do as they wish, but the truth speaks louder than anything else and don't think for
a second that sharing the truth won't matter. paybacks are a bitch...

 FootballJedi • 11d
What if anything do we know about the circumstances of her death? How old was this woman? We need to get intel on
the circumstances before we can classify them as suspicious unfortunately- don't get me wrong everything else is
EXTREMELY suspicious I'm talking about how she died.

 rutkdn • 11d
There are reports that close friends have confirmed an apparent suicide plus a note was found. From what I gather
she was between 22-24 years old.

Her friends on Facebook are already expressing disbelief that she would have done so to herself, which maybe is a
common reaction in suicides? Don't know, never had to deal with such a terrible event. One friend wants to go down
to Haiti to investigate.

More Comments (3)
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